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Modelling snow over Antarctica in the ECMWF land surface model: 
Current issues and perspectives 

G. Balsamo, E. Dutra, A. Beljaars

Antarctica snow is a special case that the new snow parameterization (Dutra et al. 2010) is not currently addressing.

Snow albedo (=0.8) and snow density (=300 kg/m3) and the thickness of the thermally active snow layer (=1m)  are all fixed quantities.

A retuning of the snow albedo was previously shown to be very effective for addressing the mean bias during Antarctic summer 

verified with observations taken at Dome-Concordia station (and reducing the model warm bias).

However the amplitude of the diurnal cycle in near-surface temperatures is still largely underestimated. 

Sensitivity experiments to the thickness of the snow layer which is thermally active in the energy budget are shown and 

the perspectives of a multi-layer snow scheme  (Dutra et al. 2011), as already tested in EC-EARTH are discussed.
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Outlook

• The new snow scheme 
- The key role of snow density 
- Antarctica/Greenland special cases

• Impact of albedo changes on mean bias
- Sensitivity in long integrations
- Sensitivity in short-term forecasts
- Impact on scores

• Impact of thermally-active snow-layer changes
• Conclusions & Perspectives
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Land surface model status (as in CY36R4, and S4) 
ECMWF newsletter article in the 2011 Spring issue



The improvement is obtained with no increase in complexity 
of the snow scheme which still considers a single slab and 
only 4 prognostic snow variables: 
albedo, mass, density, and temperature

New snow scheme  
(Dutra et al. 2010, JHM)

ECMWF Pre-SAC 15/9/2011 - G. Balsamo 

• NEW SNOW
Dutra et al. (2010)

Revised snow density

Liquid water reservoir

Revision of Albedo 
and sub-grid snow cover
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Liquid Water in the snow-pack and new snow density formulation

• A diagnostic formulation can take into account liquid water in the 
snow pack without new prognostic variable (similar to soil ice)

• The liquid reservoir is function of temperature, snow mass and snow density

• The new snow falling has density depending on temperature and wind
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Snow density: evolution on ground
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Forest-Snow Albedo

• Albedo of Forest areas with snow underneath was fixed to 0.15 (quite 
dark). A MODIS-derived vegetation dependent albedo is used.
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Open-Area Snow Albedo

• Open area albedo is aging from 0.85 in case of fresh snow to 0.5 for 
old snow, however in case of new snowfall the albedo was 
istantaneously re-whitened to 0.85, regardless of the snowfall amount.
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Climate impact

ECMWF Pre-SAC 15/9/2011 - G. Balsamo 
            simulations colder than ERA-Interim        Warmer than ERA-Interim

               Hindcasts, 4-member 13-month temperature difference
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Motivations of snow albedo revision

• A large bias in temperature and wind at DOME Concordia
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Antarctica snow studies
• Although diurnal variations of albedo are present, indication that an 

albedo of 0.8 is applicable over Antarctica is provided by Pirrazzini 
(2004).

• This means a 5% increase in albedo from the operational setup.

• Idealized green-house models (2-layers) indicate that a 5% albedo 
change could lead to roughly 4 K on surface temperature (F.W. Taylor, 
2005, Elementary climate physics, Oxford University press).
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Long integration (observed SSTs)
• Sensitivity experiments show a largely localized impact on Antarctica
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2m temperature (4-6 K reduction) and wind (2-4 m/s increase) are affected

Under caveats of repesentativity (only 4 ens members)

Austral summer impact 
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Overall climate impact

• At the end of a “climate experiment” (13-month FC with specified SSTs) 
the verification indicates improvements in all the datasets used.
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Forecasts impact

• A set of 31 forecast of 10-days (Jan '08) shows T850hPa improvements 
in SH up to 4% in ACC (1.5% in RMSE) and significant up to 7-days
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Circulation impact on Antarctica
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Impact on atmospheric T profile

• Atmospheric profile responds to albedo whitening with a 
cooling very effective at the surface (here evaluated on a 
48-h forecast).
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Conclusions

• A new snow scheme has been implemented in the IFS with large positive 
impact on temperature in NH but is not activated over Antarctica

• A simple albedo retuning for Antarctica has proven to be an effective 
constraint to model bias

• Impact is visible throughout the forecast range and in long integrations. 

• The albedo change corrects the mean daily temperature (but there are 
still problems with diurnal cycle due to simple treatment of glaciers).

• Activation of the new scheme (albedo&density?lower thickness of the 
thermally active layer?) may improve some aspects of the diurnal cycle 
(under testing)

• Future revision of the snow scheme may improve on the diurnal cycle 
(multiple vertical layers allowing to resolve diurnal cycle variations).

• Unification of snow modelling is a long-term target for treatment of 
surface processes over sea-ice, glaciers, non-permanent snow.


